Family Portrait
Frequently Asked Questions

We feature two kinds of family
portraits: Traditional and Fine Art
Relationship portraits.
Traditional Portraits: Traditional portraits can be done in the
studio or at a location of your choice. These vibrant color
portraits are all taken by a certified master photographer who is
an expert in lighting, composition, and posing, so you will look
your best. We offer very competitively priced packages that
include individual prints as well as framed and matted prints
that you can hang on your wall.

Fine Art Relationship Portraits: Our newest product line is quickly
becoming our most popular. We start by scheduling a consultation
with you to understand what makes your family unique. We will then
schedule a dedicated portrait session that captures the special
relationships in your family. These images are expertly created in the
studio to produce stunning black and white portraits with rich black
and white tones. Following your selection appointment, we will hand
print your chosen images and professionally mat and frame these
museum-quality pieces for displaying in your home.

Traditional Family Portraits
One of the first decisions to make is whether you want a high-key portrait a medium
to low-key portrait, or both. We are experts in lighting, so it’s entirely up to you.

In high-key portraits the background is often white
and the shadows are relatively minimal. Many of
the tonal values in the image are brighter than the
mid-tones. This creates a light and airy feel. High
Key portraits are good for fun family portraits.

In middle-key, and especially low-key portraits,
many of the tones and colors are darker and
shadows are deeper. Low-key portraits are usually
more dramatic and more closely resemble the
style used by Renaissance and Baroque painters.

Traditional Family Portraits
What type of clothes should we wear?

Once you’ve decided on a high-key or low-key portrait (or both), you will want to start
thinking about what your family will wear. In general, we recommend selecting clothing
with solid colors with no patterns or logos. I would also try to stick to blues, browns,
grays, and other darker colors, especially for low key portraits. Avoid yellow and bright
green! Dark green is OK. I would also avoid white, except for high-key, since it reflects
light and will take the focus away from the face. If you’re not sure, feel free to send us a
picture of your clothes.
Everyone in the family should be relatively color coordinated and have some consistency
in the type of clothes you’re wearing. For example, you wouldn’t want some members of
the family wearing casual clothes and others wearing formal clothes. We also suggest
long sleeves, especially for older men and women. Everyone should also bring at least
one additional change of clothes for some variety. Maybe one formal and one informal
outfit. We do have private bathrooms where you can change.

Relationship Portraits
Signature Collection
Each collage consists of three (or four) archival prints that are expertly
mounted on a durable Sintra backing and expertly framed and protected with
conservation glass. The Signature Collection is a more economical alternative
to the Masterpiece Collection. Each collage comes ready to hang in your
home.

Relationship Portraits
Masterpiece Collection
Each masterpiece portrait is hand printed by a master photographer on
archival fine art paper and expertly framed and matted, and ready to
hang in your home. Each 12”’ x 12” print includes a 3” archival mat
and conservation glass.

Price List

Where are you located?
We’re located at 1111 North 13th
Street (the Mastercraft Building) in
Suite 316. The Mastercraft Building is
an old furniture factory -- it is long and
narrow. Upon arriving at Mastercraft,
drive down to the end of the building
and park near door #1. There is plenty
of free parking available. After you
enter the first door, dial “59” or just
give me a call and I will come out to
meet you.

Do you provide digital images?
I provide medium resolution digital files for any image that you
order prints for. These images are perfect for sharing with
friends and family on social media.

How we got our name.
•

I thought of the name, Bohemian Photoworks, on a visit to
Plzen to visit the nearby villages of my Bohemian
ancestors. As you may know, Bohemia was once a
separate country within the Austrian-Hungarian Empire.
Plzen is home to Skoda Works-one of the largest European
industrial conglomerates of modern times. The term
“Bohemians” was also used to refer to vagabond artists,
musicians, and writers across European in the 19th
Century because they were erroneously believed to have
come from Bohemia. My vision for Bohemian Photoworks
is to meld technical excellence (Skodaworks) with artistic
spirit (Bohemian) to create portraits that you will cherish
for a lifetime.

What other types of photographs do you take?
I'm an experienced and skilled portrait photographer.
My major focus is on family portraits, graduating senior
portraits, corporate headshots, engagement portraits,
and events. I also shoot weddings—but limit that to six
per year.
Prior to moving to Omaha in September of 2018, I was
an instructor at the Washington School of Photography in
suburban Maryland, where I taught a wide variety of
classes and workshops in the professional program. I’m
currently an Adjunct Professor of Photography at Bellevue
University.
In my spare time, I enjoy photographing landscapes and
wildlife. Some of my nature work has been used in
regional and national publications, like National Wildlife
magazine and the Chesapeake Bay Annual Report Card.
My wildlife and nature photos are on
www.josephgiitterphotography.com.

Why should I hire you?
1) Technical competence: I’ve been
recognized by Professional Photographers of
America (PPA) as a Certified Professional
Photographer (CPP) since 2011. In addition, I
was awarded a Master of Photography degree
and a Master Craftsman degree by the PPA
recognizing superior photographic competence
through photographic competition, advanced
education, and service to the profession. I was
also an instructor at the Washington (DC)
School of Photography, were I taught aspiring
professional photographers lighting, posing,
composition and everything else they need to
know about being a professional photographer.
2) Buy locally: I use local companies to produce
all of my prints because they provide the best
quality, value, and customer service. So when
you buy a print from me, it will have been
printed at American Color Imaging in Iowa or
Marathon Printing in Nebraska.
3) Un-compromised quality: Prior to the
studio session I will meet with you to talk to
you about your vision for the portrait session.
This will be a collaborative effort to help ensure
that the final product meets your expectation.
If for some reason, it does not, I will re-shoot
the session at no charge to you.

4) Treatment of customers with integrity
and respect: With so many photographers to
choose from it is important to pick one you can
trust. I believe in being transparent with my
customers. I do not believe in or engage in
"bait and switch" tactics.
5) Continuous learning: To be the best at
anything, you must make continuous learning
a priority. I put aside at least a couple of weeks
every year to learn from other photographers
in the industry through the PPA and other
organizations. I've received training from some
of the top portrait photographers in the
country at the Mid-Atlantic Regional School of
Photography and in 2020 I completed a year
long mentorship under Tim Walden--a
nationally recognized portrait photographer.

